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ABSTRACT. In an effort to encourage self-regulation of the astronomy job market, I examine the supply of, and demand for, astronomers over time. On the supply side, I document the production rate of Ph.D. astronomers from 1970 to 2006 using the UMI Dissertation Abstracts database, along with data from other independent sources. I compare the long-term trends in Ph.D. production with federal astronomy research funding over the same time period, and I demonstrate that additional funding is correlated with higher subsequent Ph.D. production. On the demand side, I monitor the changing patterns of employment using statistics about the number and types of jobs advertised in the AAS Job Register from 1984 to 2006. Finally, I assess the sustainability of the job market by normalizing this demand by the annual Ph.D. production. The most recent data suggest that there are now annual advertisements for about one postdoctoral job, half a faculty job, and half a research/support position for every new domestic Ph.D. recipient in astronomy and astrophysics. The average new astronomer might expect to hold up to 3 jobs before finding a steady position.
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1. BACKGROUND

From 1982 to 1992, federal funding for astronomy research increased by more than 80%, fueled primarily by NASA funding related to the Hubble Space Telescope. Trailing this trend by several years, the annual production of new Ph.D. astronomers more than doubled. Meanwhile, the total number of jobs advertised in the American Astronomical Society (AAS) Job Register remained fairly constant. Responsible undergraduate programs began to lecture incoming astronomy majors about this imbalance in the job market, comparing the statistical odds of a long-term career in astronomy to the chances of becoming a professional athlete. The faculty in some graduate programs started to debate the idea of limiting the number of incoming students (“birth control”), and they made efforts to track and publicize the long-term career progress of their Ph.D. recipients (e.g., see Dinerstein 1996).

It was in this atmosphere that Thronson (1991) devised a model to describe the surplus production of new astronomers. He observed that overproduction appears to be built into the system, making the mathematical formulation of the problem similar to that of industrial pollution—an unintended side effect of the process. He calculated the future astronomer surplus under a variety of possible circumstances, including expected retirement rates and increased research funding. The most likely of the scenarios predicted a short-lived reduction in the astronomer surplus over a decade or so, followed by continued growth in the overproduction rate.

A few years later, Harris (1994) identified some reliable sources of data to evaluate the astronomy job market over time. He looked at the number of dissertations published in the subject area of astronomy and astrophysics using the UMI Dissertation Abstracts database (UMI) to track new Ph.D. recipients. He noted that the American Institute of Physics (AIP) tabulates the number of degrees awarded by astronomy departments annually, but astronomers who receive their degrees from physics departments have not been tracked until the past few years. To quantify the number of long-term jobs available each year, Harris examined advertisements in the AAS Job Register. This has some inherent limitations, but it is still the best source available.

Thanks to the Internet, most of these data sources are now much more accessible, and we can easily examine the trends in Ph.D. production and job availability over an extended time baseline. Further data on the trends in astronomy research funding are also available, allowing us to investigate the possible connection with Ph.D. production predicted by Thronson (1991). In § 2, I document the sources of these data for future reference and present tables that can be updated annually as new statistics become available. I examine the historical trends of both the supply and demand in § 3 and discuss the results in § 4.

2. DATA SOURCES

The Statistical Research Center of the AIP has been surveying every astronomy Ph.D. program in the United States since
1972. An archive of their annual reports beginning in 1980 is available online,¹ and the most recent “Roster of Astronomy Departments” appears on a separate page.² I received the complete set of data on astronomy Ph.D. production from AIP staff (P. Mulvey 2007, personal communication), which is listed under the heading “AIP” in Table 1. These totals do not include degrees that were conferred by physics departments to Ph.D. recipients who complete a dissertation in a subject related to astrophysics, even though this is the most popular subfield among domestic first year physics graduate students (Mulvey & Tesfaye 2006).

The NSF Division of Science Resources Statistics has documented the annual number of astronomy and astrophysics Ph.D. recipients through the Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED), a voluntary program administered by graduate deans at accredited universities. Over the past decade, more than 90% of new doctorates have participated in this survey—at many institutions, it is now a requirement for graduation. Historical data from this survey were compiled in a recent NSF report (Thurgood et al. 2006), while data from the past decade appeared in a separate publication (Hill 2007). The data from 1970 to 2005, which include degrees conferred by both astronomy and physics departments, are listed under the heading “SED” in Table 1.

Although the SED data represent a substantially complete survey, they do not include dissertations that are relevant to astronomy and astrophysics but were completed in another primary field. Following Harris (1994), I used the online version of the UMI Dissertation Abstracts database³ to obtain an independent estimate of the number of dissertations related to astronomy and astrophysics that were published annually from 1970 to 2006. For each calendar year, I queried the “Dissertations & Theses” database for doctoral dissertations with a subject code of astronomy or astrophysics that were written in English and awarded a Ph.D. by a domestic university. The results are shown in Table 1 under the heading “UMI.” Because these queries included dissertations with primary subject codes in other fields (e.g., mathematics or chemistry) the net effect is to slightly inflate the supply of Ph.D. recipients, leading to a worst case scenario for job seekers. While the normalization of job market numbers to assess sustainability may be sensitive to the choice of degree data, the overall trends should be similar.

In addition to degree data, the NSF Division of Science Resources Statistics also documents the trends in federal funding for research and development. One of their recent reports provides a breakdown of federal funding from 1970 to 2003 by both agency and the detailed field of science and engineering (Meeks 2004). I obtained data for the most recent years from several additional NSF reports (Meeks 2005, 2006; Jankowski 2007). Table 1 includes the total research funding, along with the amounts contributed by NASA and the NSF, reported as actual dollar amounts (not adjusted for inflation).
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“other grants” from the FY 2005 U.S. budget, which normalizes all values to constant FY 2000 dollars. Unfortunately, even the historical values of the inflation indices adopted by the government appear to change slightly from one budget to the next. So, any future updates to the research funding data in Table 1 should readjust the historical numbers using deflators from the most recent federal budget.

The total number of jobs advertised in the Job Register from 1984 to 2006 is available from the AAS Annual Reports, published each year in the BAAS (e.g., Marvel 2007). A detailed breakdown by advertiser-specified job type has been compiled consistently since 1992, including the following categories: postdoctoral and visitor (PV), tenure-track (TT), non-tenure-track (NT), research (R), research support (RS), and management and other (MO). The available data for each of these categories are listed in Table 2. Note that the total number of jobs advertised in each year (shown under the heading “All”) is not exactly equal to the sum of the six categories listed. The total also includes jobs categorized as predoctoral, which are omitted from Table 2 because they are not relevant to this study. Statistics about the type of institution offering the jobs are also compiled, including whether it is in a foreign country. To evaluate this contribution to the demand for astronomers, the final column of Table 2 lists the fraction of jobs that were classified as foreign (F). The primary limitation of the Job Register data is that they provide no way of evaluating which advertised positions are new, i.e., which jobs arise from retirement or death as opposed to faculty shuffle. This limitation is generally not relevant to shorter-term postdoctoral jobs, and assuming a reasonably constant number of faculty shuffles over time it will affect the normalization but not the trends in longer-term positions. This may partially offset the impact of adopting the slightly inflated degree data from UMI.

### 3. RESULTS

Using these data, drawn from reliable and accessible sources that are likely to be updated annually, we can evaluate the current state of the astronomy job market and how it has changed over time.

#### 3.1. Supply of Astronomers

The data from Table 1 on the supply of astronomers and the inflation-corrected federal research funding that might be one of its primary drivers are shown in Figure 1. The left axis shows funding levels in millions of FY 2000 dollars for the total federal investment (upper solid line), and for the contributions from NASA (upper dashed line) and the NSF (lower dashed line). The most striking thing about these data is how NASA dominates the total federal funding for astronomy research, and how it is responsible for nearly all of the volatility. By contrast, astronomy funding from the NSF has shown fairly steady growth, nearly doubling its real value over the last 35 yr. Between 1982 and 1992, NASA funding for astronomy more than doubled. This expansion was driven primarily by preparations for the Hubble Space Telescope, but also by the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory and other missions (E. Suckow 2007, personal communication).

The right axis of Figure 1 shows the total number of Ph.D. recipients each year in astronomy and astrophysics from UMI (lower solid line) and SED (lower dashed line), as well as the subset of those coming from pure astronomy departments (upper dotted line). The correlation between the trend in Ph.D. recipients and the trend in federal funding is apparent, though there may be a delay of several years between the two curves. Degrees from astronomy departments account for about 25% of the observed increase in Ph.D. recipients between the mid-1980s and mid-1990s, while most of the new degrees came from other departments.

To examine the relationship between federal funding and Ph.D. production more quantitatively, Figure 2 shows the correlation between inflation-adjusted research funding in a given year and the number of new degrees related to astronomy and astrophysics 4 yr later (from UMI). Similar correlations were produced for time delays ranging from 0 to 5 yr, but a 4 yr delay
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5 Found at http://www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/fy05/sheets/hi10z1.xls.
minimized the fractional errors on the fit parameters (formally, all of the fits were statistically equivalent). The best linear fit is shown as a solid line, with the $\pm \sigma$ limits on the fit parameters indicated with dotted lines. The correlation suggests that an incremental increase of $100$ million in federal funding may lead to the production of $40$–$50$ additional Ph.D. recipients in subsequent years (4 yr is the median time to Ph.D. after the initial 2 yr of coursework).

3.2. Demand for Astronomers

The data from Table 2 on the demand for astronomers from 1984 to 2006 are shown in Figure 3. The total number of jobs advertised (upper solid line) is shown along with the numbers of postdoctoral and visitor positions (dotted line), research and research support jobs (dashed line), as well as tenure-track (lower solid line), non-tenure-track (long dashed line), and management and other (dash-dot line) advertisements. The growth in the total number of jobs advertised throughout the 1990s is remarkable, and is dominated by an increase in the number of postdoctoral positions, though all job categories experienced some growth during this period. The most recent data show some anti-correlated trends after the year 2000, suggesting a possible shift from research and support positions to postdoctoral jobs, and from non-tenure-track to tenure-track jobs.

To assess the relative sustainability of the job market, we can normalize these job advertisements by the number of new Ph.D. recipients in each year (from UMI). These data are shown in Figure 4 for all advertised jobs (upper solid line), postdoctoral and visitor positions (dotted line), research and research support jobs (dashed line), tenure-track and non-tenure-track positions (lower solid line), as well as management and other advertisements (dash-dot line). By normalizing in this way, the vertical axis can be thought of as a relative probability of obtaining a given type of position for each class of Ph.D. recipients. It is not exactly a probability, since the number of foreign Ph.D. recipients competing for some jobs may exceed the number of foreign jobs advertised, and because some Ph.D. recipients from previous years will be competing for some jobs while others will...
eventually choose to work outside the field or in a foreign country.

There now appears to be more than one postdoctoral position advertised for every new domestic Ph.D. recipient related to astronomy and astrophysics. This surge in the relative probability of obtaining a postdoc position can be traced to both a slightly declining population of new Ph.D. recipients since a peak in the mid-1990s (Fig. 1), and the larger number of postdoctoral positions advertised—possibly at the expense of longer-term research jobs (Fig. 3). At best, half of all recent Ph.D. recipients might expect to obtain a faculty position, while the other half will likely end up in a research or support position. While this situation may not be ideal for job seekers who prefer to remain in academia, it was much more competitive a decade ago with nearly six new Ph.D. astronomers in 1995 for every new tenure-track job. If we assume that all advertised jobs are eventually filled by someone in a related field, then the upper solid line in Figure 4 suggests that the average new Ph.D. might expect to hold between 2 and 3 jobs before finding a more permanent position.

4. DISCUSSION

We are now in a position to evaluate the predictions of Thronson (1991), who made 20 yr projections of several models for the production of astronomers over time. His definition of the “astronomer surplus” was the annual ratio of new astronomy Ph.D. recipients tabulated by the AIP relative to new tenure-track faculty positions advertised in the AAS Job Register, which he calculated to be around 2.5 in 1991. Regardless of the absolute level of overproduction, his most realistic models included the competing effects of increased research funding (which leads to growth in the surplus), and retirement (which briefly absorbs some of the surplus). These models predicted a gradual decline in the astronomer surplus over about 10 yr, followed by continued overproduction: “A momentary abundance of jobs will be subsequently compensated for by training of new graduate students by a new cohort of young professors.” Indeed, the anticipated impact of increased research funding on Ph.D. production has now been quantified in Figure 2. Furthermore, the slowly evolving ratio of faculty positions to new Ph.D. recipients in Figure 4 shows exactly the predicted behavior—peaking in 2001, and gradually leveling off or declining in more recent years.

Despite the accuracy of Thronson’s predictions, a broader definition of sustainability may now be necessary, since the character of the astronomy job market appears to have shifted in the meantime. Astronomy research is increasingly moving toward automation and large collaborations where service positions are becoming more important (Sage 2001). This cultural shift might be reflected in the surge of new research and support positions between 1997 and 2002, which may have absorbed some of the astronomer surplus generated during the more competitive conditions of the early 1990s. More recently, as the new cadre of young faculty have attempted to recruit a limited supply of graduate students, some may have turned to postdoctoral positions to maintain their research productivity. This could be responsible for the unprecedented expansion of postdoctoral jobs after 1999—but as startup funds are depleted and external research funding stays relatively constant, these “holding pattern” positions could evaporate. The most recent data show the first signs of a possible slowdown.

The most important aspect of the ongoing cultural shift in the astronomy job market is the persistent gap between expectations and reality. When first year graduate students are surveyed by the AIP, fully 87% of those in astronomy departments say they would like to end up in an academic position, while only 8% express a desire to work in a national lab or research position (Mulvey & Tesfaye 2006). By contrast, Figure 4 suggests that less than 50% will ultimately obtain academic positions—and probably fewer, since the turnover at universities appears to be episodic. Graduate programs in astronomy should prepare their students for this reality.

Having documented the historical trends in the astronomy job market and the forces that help shape it, it should be straightforward to update the analysis periodically as new data emerge. In the future, I hope to make such updates available through the Career Services section of the AAS website and disseminate them through astro-ph Eprints. With such information readily
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*6 AAS Career Services are available online at http://aas.org/career/.
available, incoming graduate students can make informed decisions about their long-term career prospects, and faculty can nurture appropriate skills in the next generation of astronomers.

This work was motivated by my involvement with the AAS Employment Committee, which is charged with facilitating the professional development and employment of astronomers at all career stages and on all career paths, and promoting balance and fairness in the job market. The National Center for Atmospheric Research is a federally funded research and development center sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
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